2015 Retail Outlook

What, Where
and How
Grocers must merge the best aspects
of traditional and digital retailing — and
those that don’t, put their future at risk.

By Jim Dudlicek, Meg Major and Bridget Goldschmidt
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t the close of what can only be
described as another fascinating year for supermarket industry
observers, it’s an opportune time
to take a closer look at what might
shake out with the in-store experience
in the next few years, which will largely be dictated by
solutions and strategies guided by technology across all
parts of the business.
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Today’s
retailers
need to think
more about
achieving
higher sales
per square
feet, and
worry less
about market
share.”
—Robert Gorland,
Matthew P. Casey
& Associates

look at what’s available
at the prepared foods
counter when they want
to pick up something fast
for dinner.”
But as smartphones
become ever more pervasive
“and consumers ever more
technically savvy, grocery chains
that fail to adapt their in-store
strategies to the multichannel shopper
will put themselves at a disadvantage,” warns Crabtree, who recently authored an exclusive PG online
guest column on the role that in-store analytics will
play in powering next-generation grocery stores. “Te
day is coming when ‘smart refrigerators’ might place
orders that consumers pick up on the way home from
work, or when shoppers will want to check register
wait times before they stop at the store.”
As such, retailers seeking to increase their odds
of competing in the Darwinian low-margin/highstakes grocery slugfest are plotting heavily to adapt
to a new world order revolving around the Internet
of Tings (IoT) — which refers to a near future in
which everything, from clothing to appliances to
groceries, is interconnected and tech-enabled to send
data back and forth (i.e., recipes sent from a grocer via
smartphone based on what items are being dropped
in carts) — with more sophisticated, solutions-based
concept stores.

Walmart Strives for ‘Endless Aisle’
And so it goes with the planet’s largest retailer,
Bentonville, Ark.-based Wal-Mart Stores Inc., which
over the past 25 years has leveraged its dominance
of the large-format supercenter model, and now
conversely projects to spend about $1.2 billion to $1.5
billion on e-commerce and digital initiatives as part of
its $12 billion 2016 cap-ex fscal budget.
“Our business and customers continue to evolve,
and so will the way we deploy capital,” Charles
Holley, Walmart’s EVP and CFO, told
iinvestors at its annual meeting earlier
this fall. “We will invest more
heavily in e-commerce initiah
tives, while temporarily moderating our global physical
ggrowth, particularly larger
stores. We are focused on
creating an endless aisle and
appealing to our customers’
cchanging needs.”
Targeted Learnings
T
F its part, the nation’s secondFor
lleading mass retailer, Target
Corp., is poised to open its sixth
C
TargetExpress store in the South Park
T
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a of San Diego in July 2015. At
area
approximately 19,000 square feet,
tthe compact store will be about 14
percent of the size of the retailer’s
p
ttypical 135,000-square-footer.
“Tis is an exciting opportunity to test and learn as we conn
tinue exploring new ways to meet our
ti
gguests’ needs and exceed their expectations,” says John Grifth, EVP of property
ti
development for the Minneapolis-based national
d
chain. To that end, Grifth says the TargetExpress
experience “will be grounded in this research as well
as learnings from the company’s CityTarget stores,”
such as checkout lanes confgured to cater to high
trafc and smaller basket size.
Target currently operates one TargetExpress store
in its hometown, and the San Diego location is the
ffth store to be slated for a 2015 opening.

Debunking Conventional Wisdom
When asked to handicap what he considers to the
top store-confguration hot buttons in both the
short and near terms, Robert Gorland, VP for
Harrisburg, Pa.-based retail real estate specialists
Matthew P. Casey & Associates Inc., says, “Te
majority of new conventional stores can be smaller
without a gaping reduction in either quantity or
quality of perishables departments.” However, he
notes, “Many operators continue to feel that “a
one-size-fts-all larger prototype is necessary” to
maintain a strong perishable perception.
To the contrary, Gorland says that many would
be wise to follow the lead of Whole Foods Market,
Publix, Hannaford, Food Lion and, yes, Walmart, all
of which he says are enjoying “a certain comfort level
operating many stores in the 40,000-total-square-foot
range, especially for fll-in locations in less densely
populated locations. Many new great sites are becoming harder to fnd,” Gorland continues, and leases, let
alone break-evens, are growing increasingly costly.
“Since very often, only smaller parcels are available
and many vacant, small- to midsize boxes are becoming available,” says Gorland, “many retailers need to
consider opening smaller prototypes that can make
money,” albeit at a lower sales threshold. “In fact, in
many under-stored rural areas, there may be enough
sales available to open a smaller, proftable, more
space-efcient prototype, versus a higher-risk larger
store with excessive grocery and beverage space, excessive checkouts, wider aisles” and, of course, higher
break-evens. “Bigger is not always better,” he afrms,
“and many smaller supermarkets are more proftable
than their larger units,” as a result of more careful
product curation, tailored merchandising and more
focused customer service.
Companion benefts of smaller foor plans
are also realized through enhanced operational
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Brands that
provide powerful results
and exciting
experiences
are sure to
capture attention and share
of spending.”
—Susan Viamari,
Information
Resources Inc.

efciencies with receiving and inventory management. “With more intelligent, demand-based
ordering,” explains Gorland, “retailers can reduce
back-room storage and cooler space. For instance,
… a total 55,000-square-foot store with a more
space-efcient 42,000-square-foot selling space
can produce the same sales — and a higher proft
— versus a total 65,000-square-foot store with
46,000 selling square feet.”
Te bottom line, according to Gorland: “Today’s retailers need to think more about achieving
higher sales per square feet, and worry less about
market share.”

High Tech + High Touch = Bull’s Eye
As he noted in the August 2014 PG Store Design
Contest issue, Bill Bishop, chief architect of Barrington, Ill.-based omni-channel consultancy Brick
Meets Click, says the successful next-generation store
will ofer “a mix of high tech and high touch needed
to attract all the spending from a geographic trade
area,” while keeping true to its distinctive local roots.
Behind this development, Bishop says, is “the
emerging appreciation among food retailers to
fnd ways to proftably drive sales to their stores

Made in the USA
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and simultaneously connect with customers before,
during and after their shopping experience — including when they’re shopping online.”
Accordingly, successful new stores are on a slow
but steady path to solve a more complicated set of
challenges by:
Tailoring the assortment and pricing to customers
in specifc trade areas.
Ofering services, i.e., online shopping with and
without delivery, to satisfy the needs of a broad
range of shopping occasions.
Developing new store formats and store networks
made up of a range of diferent platforms to best
serve customers in each trade area, as well as in
the larger metro markets, which is where Bishop
believes the real creativity will occur.
—Meg Major

New and Improved

What products will capture grocery shoppers’
imaginations — and dollars — in 2015 and beyond?
To hear Chicago-based market researcher Information Resources Inc. (IRI) tell it, many of the same

